ReSound ONE

Hear like no other

Our most natural
sound quality

Nature has designed the shape of your ear to perfectly capture the sounds around you.
And because the shape of your ear is unique to you, the sound you hear is uniquely yours.
Most hearing devices capture sound from behind the ear only. This isn’t where nature
intended, so sound ends up feeling standardised, unnatural and incomplete.
ReSound ONETM with M&RIE changes all of this with an entirely new class of
full-featured* hearing aid that uses your unique ear shape to collect the whole sound,
just as nature intended.
Introducing a truly individualised, more complete sound experience, designed for you.

ReSound ONE. Hear like no other

*Microphone in ear and two standard directional microphones, directionality features, wireless audio streaming

Introducing the groundbreaking M&RIE

Just like a
fingerprint,
your hearing is
one of a kind

Microphone #1

Microphone #2

World’s first full-featured hearing aid with M&RIE (Microphone & Receiver-In-Ear) hearing aid
with two traditional microphones and a third that sits discreetly inside your ear canal.
IN PRIME POSITION
Placing a microphone inside your ear instead of behind it and using your unique ear shape to
collect sound give you the truest sense of space and location of sounds.
MADE TO WORK WITH YOU
Immerse yourself in an individualised experience, with your daily sound environments enriched
with direction and depth. You and your hearing aid working as one.
INSPIRED BY ORGANIC HEARING
Our sound philosophy gives your brain everything it needs to process sound, making it effortless
to tune in and enjoy conversations, in any situation.

ReSound ONE. Hear like no other. Works with you.

*Microphone in ear and two standard directional microphones, directionality features, wireless audio streaming.

Shape your
hearing experience
Greater hearing in any environment

Great 1:1 hearing experience

With All Access Directionality, ReSound ONE automatically adjusts to

In the toughest noise environments, activate Ultra Focus. Like an

your listening situations.

invisible beam of sound detection, it concentrates on the speech of
the person in front of you, without isolating you from other sounds, for

IN CONTROL

comfort and safety.

You are always in the best position to hear what’s important and still
monitor the sounds around you comfortably. It lets your brain decide

FOCUS IN ON LIFE

what to listen to, not your hearing aids.

Our powerful technology helps you feel confident enough to have
conversations in situations that you might have avoided in the past.

SIMPLY EFFORTLESS
You’ll feel at ease and engage effortlessly with others and your
changing surroundings, even noisy or challenging listening situations.

ReSound ONE. Hear like no other

Unmatched rechargeability and extensive
connectivity to adapt to your needs.
RECHARGE AND GO
ReSound ONE has the longest rechargeable battery life for well over
a day’s worth of worry-free use. Select from two stylish and portable
charging cases, to suit your needs and lifestyle.
STREAMING MUSIC, AUDIO AND CALLS
Stream audio directly from your iPhone or AndroidTM smartphone
to ReSound ONE hearing aids and control them with the ReSound
Smart 3D app, all via the stable Bluetooth® Low Energy.
A versatile range of wireless accessories give you even more options
to connect to the sounds and devices you enjoy every day, like TVs.
ReSound ONE. Hear like no other

Connect to
people and
your world

Designed
for ultimate
comfort,
discretion and
performance
Every detail of ReSound ONE was

THE FINISHING TOUCHES

Warm Grey

Sparkling Silver

Graphite

The modern, discreet styling sits lower
on the ear, with just one touchpoint at
the back. ReSound ONE is our most
Be at one with

comfortable and discreet hearing aid

your world again

ever made.

and hear as
nature intended.

COLOUR STORIES
Select from a timeless range of natural
colours to blend in with your skin or hair

Deep Black

Gold

tone.
ReSound ONE. Hear like no other

designed with one purpose – you.

Espresso

Champagne

Bronze

At ReSound we believe life is lived best when it’s a natural, effortless flow. This means we take anything that holds you back to heart
and will always strive to help you connect to a life without limitations. We have devoted the past 150 years to advancing lives through
technical innovations that, inspired by our Organic Hearing philosophy, place you at the centre of everything we do, because hearing and
hearing care is as individual as a fingerprint.
ReSound is part of the GN Group – pioneering great sound from world-leading ReSound hearing aids to Jabra office headsets and sports
headphones. The GN Group was founded in 1869, employs over 5,000 people, and is listed on NASDAQ OMX Copenhagen.
Find out how you can hear like no other with ReSound ONE.
resound.com.
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